
Chapter 6  A Trek to Friendship 

Value—Friendship 

Hatred does not cease by hatred, but only by love; this is the 

eternal rule. 

I. Match the column 

1. Grudge ------------ feeling of dislike 

2. Judgemental ---- excessively critical of others 

3. Sarcastic ---------- conveying contempt 

4. Grinning ---------- smiling 

5. Endeavour ------- try hard to advice 

6. Demeaning ------ Lowering dignity 

II. Fill in the blanks 

1. In life, we have to face both failures and success. 

2. A true friendship is born and nurtured by sharing and 

understanding the other person. 

3. Healthy competition is good to keep one motivated and 

challenged. 

4. Sumit was always the peacemaker between Rohan and 

Amit. 

5. Amit slightly went into the tent and hid Rohan's 

sneakers. 

III. True or false 

1. One must let competitiveness come in the way of being a 

good person. False 

2. Amit had managed to instigate others and win them to 

his side. True 

3. Rohan was made the cleanliness incharge. True 

4. Amit was made the incharge of supervising food and 

servings. True 

5. There was a fierce competition between Sumit and 

Rohan. False 

IV. Answer the following questions. 

1. What was the reaction of students when they heard that 

they were going for a camp? 



Ans. When they heard that they were going for a camp, 

they were full of excitement and there was a lot of hustle- 

bustle among the students. 

2. Why was the class divided into two groups? 

Ans. Rohan and Amit, the two students of the class were 

equally good in studies and they had fierce competition 

between them. The students also favoured one or the 

other and therefore the class was divided into two 

groups. 

3. Why did Amit hide Rohan’s shoes? 

Ans. Amit wanted to teach a lesson to Rohan that’s why 

he hid his shoes. 

4. When did Rohan understand that it was Amit who had 

deliberately hidden his shoes? 

Ans. When Rohan get brushed against the rocks, Amit 

looked at him and felt uncomfortable, this made Rohan 

understand that it was Amit only who has hidden his 

shoes. 

5. How did two sworn enemies turn into friends? 

Ans. The two sworn enemies turned into friends when 

Amit helped Rohan and they both understood their 

mistakes and came to know the meaning of team spirit. 

 

 


